Not just another pretty face.

Eterna Roof tile will enhance the beauty of your next project. But then so will most other concrete roof tile.

So why Eterna?
For starters, Eterna tile is color-through and unsurpassed in quality by anyone in the industry. They are acrylic sealed and can be artistically antiqued at no extra cost. Our efficient state-of-the-art manufacturing plants are strategically located allowing us to deliver our quality tile quickly and at very competitive prices.

Because Eterna is family owned and operated, we offer personal service. If there’s ever a problem you can rest assured we’ll take care of it. Personally.

When you want more than just a pretty face call Eterna. You’ll find our beauty is more than skin deep.

Eterna ROOF TILE CORPORATION
The roof tile company with the personal touch.
1201 NW 18th Street, Pompano Beach, Florida 33060. (305) 979-2717.
Once Again, Dramatic Outdoor Lighting Is In The Spotlight.

Announcing The Second Annual Night Beautiful Contest.

Beautifully lit buildings attract more attention. Especially when Florida Power & Light and the Illuminating Engineering Society stage their annual salute. Any building with exceptional lighting design in the FPL service area can be entered.

For information and entry forms that could put your building in the spotlight, call Dolores Puls, (305) 227-4323. Deadline: April 1, 1988. Sponsored by IES in cooperation with FPL.
SPEC THE BEST!
Why settle for “equivalent” quality.

When you get roofing plans that read... “or equivalent quality” you can afford to use Bender concrete roof tiles to add quality that's more than just “equivalent.” Because Bender quality and color run all the way through every tile!

- Manufacturing process allows consistency in weight and thickness
- Assures more even looking roof installation
- Lightweight – up to 30% lighter than most concrete tile
- Fungus Retarding top coat
- Color throughout

Specify superior quality and value with Bender Roof Tile.

For more information contact:

**bender**
ROOF TILE IND., INC.
3100 S.E. County Road 464 • P.O. Box 190 • Belleview, Florida 32620
(904) 245-7074 • FAX (904) 245-1873 • 1-800-527-5808 Florida Only
See your designs in another light...

and another...

and another...

and another...

and another...

and another...

Our LIGHTOLIER Lighting Lab lets you experiment before you specify.

This “dining room” is just one section in our 1200 sq. ft. Lightolier Lighting Lab. It’s the most comprehensive and most sophisticated lighting facility in South Florida.

Bring your ideas, plans and clients. With the help of our lighting consultants you can demonstrate the many lighting variations that are available to help you create the exact effect, mood and color you wish to achieve.

You can experiment with tracks, recessed, surface mounted, parabolics, dimming systems and specialized application lighting. They’re all here waiting to be utilized by your creativity.

Call one of our lighting consultants for an appointment...Monday thru Friday 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. You’ll have a new dimension of lighting at your fingertips.

FARREY'S
1850 N.E. 146 St., Miami, FL 33181
Dade 947-5451 • Broward 524-8675

Circle 17 on Reader Inquiry Card
And then, there was

**LightAwn™**

LightAwn™ by Awnings International is the finest and most complete backlit awning system available today.

**The System**

Design – Our design team is available to create a whole new concept or refine an existing one.

LightAwn™ designs are presented with full color renderings depicting the design in a medium for all to appreciate.

Manufacturing – LightAwn™ backlit system is constructed out of the finest components, from an all-weather galvanized steel frame, which has been electrostatically primed and painted, thru the finest fabrics, such as Dupont Tedlar™ laminated vinyl, which carries an 8-year warranty and requires little or no maintenance.

Contracting – The LightAwn™ network of consultants will arrange for installation of our product in your city.

Call today for more information or to have a consultant visit and illuminate you about our LightAwn™ backlit awning system.

FL Toll Free
1-800-330-6103
(305) 633-6600

Awnings INTERNATIONAL
Designers/Manufacturers/Contractors

*Tedlar is a reg. trademark of the Dupont Co.*

Circle 3 on Reader Inquiry Card
Pave it with the Finest!

Decorative, maintenance-free and virtually indestructible, our Interlocking Concrete Paving Stones are available in a wide array of colors, shapes and pattern designs. Attractive and economical, our top quality paving stones are manufactured to meet ASTM specs.

From residential pool decks, patios and drives to commercial plazas and courtyards, pave the way with the finest...Paver Systems Paving Stones.

Call or write for a FREE color brochure—P.O. Box 10027, Riviera Beach, FL 33419
• W. Palm Beach (305) 844-5202 • Orlando (305) 859-9117.

NAME ______________________ PHONE ______________________
ADDRESS ______________________
CITY/STATE/ZIP ______________________

FB Circle 11 on Reader Inquiry Card
Sell your homes the bright way.

There’s a hot new path to high-powered sales in the competitive home building industry. Design your homes around technologically advanced natural gas appliances.

They clearly entice today’s consumers who want lower utility bills, yet refuse to settle for anything less than good-looking, long-lasting appliances. Offer them the highly efficient natural gas systems they’re looking for. Your customers will appreciate the value, and they’ll return your investment by purchasing your homes.

Give buyers the power to spend more on your homes.

Help buyers save a bundle on utility bills and they’ll spend a lot more on a home! A study sponsored by the National Association of Home Builders noted that new home buyers expressed a willingness to pay up to $1,200 more for an energy efficient house. Add that lot incentive to the great looks and features of all the latest appliances. Then you see why you’ll never match the power of natural gas.

Plan on new technologies to make your profits soar.

Plan your developments around future gas technologies and watch your income fire up! You’ll pay a lot less for these easy-to-install appliances. And they’ll also be cleaner, safer and more efficient for homeowners to use.

One great example is the triple-integrated appliance. It’s a gas-fired space and water heater combined with an electric air conditioner—all in a compact unit that’s ideal for multifamily developments. You’ll personally benefit from this new appliance because it costs no more than three separate systems.

Yet it’s in one space-saving cabinet, so you save on valuable labor time.

Look for gas-fired heat pumps to beat the high price of electricity.

Before long you can offer your buyers another sizzling technology: efficient, gas-powered heat pumps. They’ll cool and heat more comfortably and economically than electric heat pumps. Yet even before the new heat pumps hit the market, facts prove that a gas furnace with an electric air conditioner works far more effectively than a conventional heat pump. That’s one more reason to rely on gas as a serious sales tool.

Install gas in a flash with new flexible piping.

The Gas Research Institute is putting the final touches on flexible piping that will make gas easier and less expensive to install! Use of this piping that bends around corners will reduce installation costs by up to 25% in single-family homes, 32% in townhomes, and 66% in low-rise apartments.

Take advantage of hot incentives to lower your bottom line.

To top off all the high-powered sales you’ll generate with natural gas, many gas companies provide eye-opening incentives to install gas appliances.** These offers can make gas systems about as inexpensive to install as electric equipment. And natural gas is available to more developments than ever, with supplies lasting long into the future.

So call your local natural gas company, and get the facts about installing natural gas in your homes. Or write: FNGA, P.O. Box 66432, Orlando, FL 32863. It’s likely to be your smartest step toward maintaining a high-powered business.

You’ll never match the power of Natural Gas

FLORIDA NATURAL GAS ASSOCIATION
MORE THAN JUST A GREAT IMPRESSION

Sure our concrete imprints are handsome, however, in addition both Bomanite and Bomacron are also cost-effective solutions to many of your home's needs. Anywhere you may have considered the use of asphalt, Chattahoochee, or plain concrete, Bomanite and the textured varieties of Bomacron offer durability in a vast array of colors and patterns that will not only add beauty but also resale value to your home. So whether you choose either Bomanite or Bomacron to enhance your home's pool area, patio, drive, walkways, or gardens you'll soon realize you never expected so many benefits while creating a great impression!

G&M Terrazzo Co.
1700 N.W. 22nd Cl
Pompano Beach, FL
305-979-7770
1-800-624-6470

Bomanite Gulf Coast, Inc.
1202 Hemingway Tr. S.E.
P. Myers, FL
813-756-0970
813-598-1801

Fishscale Cobblestone

G&M Terrazzo Co.
1700 N.W. 22nd Cl
Pompano Beach, FL
305-979-7770
1-800-624-6470

Bomanite Gulf Coast, Inc.
1202 Hemingway Tr. S.E.
P. Myers, FL
813-756-0970
813-598-1801

Fishscale Cobblestone
Or red, beige, blue, white. Almost any color. This is Capri, #629. Your beautiful Lifetile roof. It's the most cost effective roof you can buy. Available in a variety of styles. High density, extruded concrete tiles that grow stronger with age and meet Class A requirements. A Lifetile roof...appreciation assured.
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The Architecture of WILLIAM MORGAN
By Paul D. Spreiregen
Foreword by Eduard F. Sekler

A significant work on one of America’s most innovative and applauded architects. This survey of the first quarter century of Morgan’s work reveals the range and variety of his talent. An important volume for the student, the professional, and the critic, this lavishly illustrated volume contains more than 50 examples of Morgan’s work.

10 x 11 inches, 362 pages, 94 color and 168 black-and-white photographs, 116 line drawings, $49.50 hardcover.

Write for a catalog of other architecture titles. Available at bookstores, or please call toll-free 1(800)252-3206.

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS PRESS
Box 7819, Austin, Texas 78713
This month Ted Pappas begins his term as President of the American Institute of Architects. It is a position of great honor and great responsibility . . . and it was not easily won. Serious campaigning followed a lifetime devoted to architecture and, in Ted’s case, to his state association and his local chapter, as well as the national organization. In the eight years since I joined the FA/AIA, I’ve known Ted as FA/AIA Vice-President, President, AIA Regional Director and chairman of a variety of committees, both state and national. I’ve also known Ted as a fine architect, a winner of design awards and a friend.

I met Ted Pappas in the early 1970’s when I was involved in a Department of State survey of the historic sites in Duval County. He was introduced to me as a source of information about the old Greek Orthodox Church in downtown Jacksonville, a building about which he turned out to be quite knowledgeable. Little did I know at the time that our paths would cross so often in the future.

Since becoming Editor of Florida Architect, I’ve had the good fortune of writing about Ted’s work on several occasions. It was as a result of an article on Ted’s office that I first became acquainted with the term “high tech.” In subsequent issues of Florida Architect, other projects such as the Neighborhood Senior Citizen’s Center, which received a Design Award in 1982, and the Avero House restoration in St. Augustine, which received a Design Award in 1984, were published. A particularly fine building in scale, proportion and attention to detail is the Beaches Public Library which recently graced the pages of this magazine. Each of his projects is a tribute to Ted’s design capability and each is a wonderfully humane project.

Ted’s commitment to good design and the concerns that come with the practice of architecture are the attributes that will make him a good leader.

We salute you, Mr. President, and thank you for all that you’ve already given us here in Florida. We look forward to your leadership in the year ahead.

[Signature]
New Commissions

Windwatch, a 362-room Marriott convention center, is being planned for development at Islip, Long Island, New York. The project is being designed by The Nichols Partnership for the developers, Pacific Western Enterprises, Inc. of Islip. The 1939 National Guard Armory Building, in West Palm Beach’s Howard Park, has undergone a significant renovation and reopened as The Armory School and Visual Arts Center. Schwab & Twitty Architects offered their services to redesign the interior of the historic building, thus helping the school to become a reality. Charlan, Brock & Associates is designing three new models for the developer of Sea Oaks in Vero Beach. Charlan, Brock will design zero-lot-line patio homes, tennis villas and a townhome and stacked flat mix. The models are scheduled for completion in 1988.

Lockridge & Associates, Inc., a Tennessee-based construction firm, has announced plans for the largest Housing and Urban Development (HUD) financed project in Florida’s history. Consisting of 600 units, Shadowwood will be located in Orlando and designed by The Evans Group. Peacock & Lewis Architects and Planners has entered the design phase of the 300,000 s.f. high school prototype for the School Board of Palm Beach County. The facility, designed to service a core of 3,000 students, will be located on a 90-acre site in West Palm Beach. Construction was recently completed on the 3,000 s.f. clubhouse at the residential community of Newport Bay Club in Boca Raton. Designed by Currie Schneider Associates AIA, PA, the clubhouse will contain tennis courts, two glass-enclosed racquetball courts and a patio deck overlooking the pool.

Robison + Associates, Inc. Interior Architecture has been commissioned by Miami Lakes-based Laurus Capital Corporation to provide interior architecture for a six-story office building to be constructed in South Miami. Robison will design the building’s public spaces, including lobby, corridors, elevators and restrooms in addition to preparing sales-related space plan materials. Robison has also been commissioned by Terranova Corporation to provide interior architecture for Gables Square, the new 87,000 s.f. office building in Coral Gables. Schwab & Twitty Architect, Inc. has been selected to design the Jan A. Wolfe Center, a 275,000 s.f. office/administrative complex for Palm Beach County. The complex will bring the county engineering, planning, zoning, building and fire rescue offices all under one roof. Schwab & Twitty has also designed the $4 million Breakers West Clubhouse, a two-story facility that will encompass 2,500 gross s.f. within the Breakers West community in West Palm Beach.

David J. Feinberg, AIA Architect, P.A., is the designer for the new Plastic Components factory in Medley, Florida. The building is approximately 35,000 s.f. and will be capable of housing ten production lines for plastic extrusions used for drywall, lathing and plastering. Robert J. BITTERLI + ASSOCIATES, Inc. is the designer of the new Police Communications Center for the City of St. Petersburg. Construction is also underway on the new offices of Bitterli + Associates in the Coldwell Banker Center by Barger Builders and Developers. Gee & Jenson Engineers-Architects-Planners has completed design of a new 20,000 s.f. public safety building for Port Everglades. The port’s expansion program calls for a new building which will house a fire station and security facility with living quarters, training areas and offices. New Boca Raton offices for the brokerage firm of Fahnestock & Company were recently completed by Barretta & Associates’ interior and construction management divisions. Barretta created an updated version of the traditional brokerage “wire area” with black granite, glass and classic mahogany furnishings. Fugleberg Koch Architects has been selected by Py Development Group of Orlando to design the first Compri Hotel in Florida. The six-story, 59,000 s.f. facility will have 107 guest rooms and be located on a six-acre site in southwest Orange County.

Peacock & Lewis Architects and Planners, Inc. has been selected by Jonathan’s Landing, Inc. to design two single family and two zero lot line homes in the Casseekey Island development in West Palm Beach. Peacock & Lewis will also design the 2,500 s.f. Cricket Shop in The Esplanade at Coral Springs and they recently announced completion of the design development phase of the $11.5 million Florida Atlantic University Science and Engineering Building. Robert M. Swedroe, AIA, has designed the townhomes for Greens Edge, a community of fee-simple homes bordering on Bonaventure’s championship golf course in Broward County. Robison + Associates Interior Architecture will design the interior for the offices of Quinton Lumens Unweldly & Atians in the World Trade Center in Miami. Mardas Associates Architects, Inc. has completed the design for the
Savings of America Branch Bank in Dunedin. The 3,800 s.f. facility will offer complete banking services including three drive-thru teller lanes. • Reef Yamanada & Associates has been chosen by the Johnson Simmons Company to design their new corporate headquarters in Clearwater. • Oliver-Ciliden & Partners, Architects and Planners, Inc. will design a luxury office center for Morgan and Morgan developers in Lakeland. The 27,000 s.f. complex is being designed to appeal to a new Class A market of corporate clients moving into the Lakeland area.

Robert M. Swedroe, AIA, has designed two retirement service centers for South Florida developer Herbert Sadlik. The first of three phases at each Broward County location, Inverrary and Bonaventure, is now under construction. • Currie Schneider Associates AIA, PA, has been selected by Palm Beach County to design the new South County Civic Center main building, picnic shelters, band shell and parking facilities. The main building will be approximately 20,000 s.f. in a one-story design.

The American consortium of FKA-DDCL Ventures, headed by Fugleberg Koch Architects, has been selected as the only U.S. group being considered by the Caribbean country Trinidad and Tobago for major airport projects. The projects will serve as the focal point for current economic revitalization programs going on in the country. The selection process has been narrowed to four groups. • Peacock & Lewis Architects and Planners, Inc. have designed the Sapphire Lakes Country Club in Sapphire, North Carolina. Construction is underway on the project. The 125,000 s.f. clubhouse overlooks the Blue Ridge Mountains.

The City of Orlando has recently awarded the two-year continuing architectural services contract to the Orlando architectural, planning and interior design firm of C.T. Hau & Associates, PA. The Greater Orlando Aviation Authority also selected Hau for their continuing architectural services contract. • Construction has begun on the 7,500 s.f. McCranie Office Building in Palm Beach County designed by Currie Schneider Associates AIA, PA. • Prime Design, Inc. has been selected to design a new facility for WTVFV, Channel 13 in Tampa. Included will be two studios, broadcasting facilities, a newsroom, administrative offices and ancillary spaces.

Windwatch, a 362-room Marriott Resort Hotel by The Nichols Partnership.

A factory for Arlington Sales, Inc. in Medley, Florida. Photo by David Jay Feinberg, AIA, Architect, P.A.
Awards and Honors

The Central Florida Research Park has been recognized as the Best Public Development in the State of Florida by the Florida Planning and Zoning Association. Davis & Associates were the planners for the 1,400 acre park.

Saxelby & Babcock, a San Francisco and Miami-based architectural, planning and interior design firm has been honored with two 1987 Builder's Choice Awards. One award was for the remodeling of a residence in San Francisco and the other was for a residential unit design on Fisher Island, a new community in Miami which is located in Biscayne Bay.

The Flagler National Bank Building in Delray Beach has received the 1987 Excellence in Design Award for Architecture from the Delray Beach Community Appreciation Board. Architects for the building were Peacock & Lewis Architects and Planners, Inc.

Space Design International's design for P.A. Bergner Company's Boston Store in Mayfair Mall, Milwaukee, has won a First Place Department Store award in Chain Store Age Executive's 1987 "New Store of the Year Design Competition."

New Firms

Jorge H. Garcia, AIA, has recently formed JHG & Associates, Inc., an architectural, planning, interior design and land development firm located in Fort Lauderdale. Garcia was formerly Vice President of FPA Corporation where he was director of architecture, land planning and product development.

Richard B. Lyttle, AIA, has joined the firm of Maddox & Associates Architects, PA and the name has been changed to Maddox & Lyttle Architects, PA, in Sarasota. Lyttle was formerly Project Architect with the Sarasota firm of Edward J. Siebert, AIA.

Paul T. Worrell, AIA, formerly with Oliver-Glidden & Partners Architects, has opened a new office in West Palm Beach for the practice of architecture and planning. Worrell's past projects include Brandywine Center and the Riverhouse Restaurant.

Robert J. Laughlin, Jr., IALD, an associate principal of Tilden, Lobnitz & Cooper, Inc., has opened a new office, Robert J. Laughlin & Associates, which will specialize in architectural lighting design. The practice will be located in Winter Park. Laughlin's past projects include lighting design for the Orange County Civic Center and the Orlando International Airport.

Saxelby's project role was previously recognized by the FA/AIA when Reynolds, Smith & Hills and Saxelby as well as other major contributors were single out in the association's first "Unbuilt Design" Awards for Excellence in 1983.

This omission is particularly significant in as much as it was Saxelby who took the initiative and conceptualized the "... creative way to salvage an important landmark," as your article reported. Saxelby conceptualized this concept by demonstrating to our client, Steve Wilson of Wilson Financial Corporation, how the Downtown Development Authority RFF requirements for a proposed convention center on a prominent riverfront site would be better served as a catalyst for development of the Union Terminal property on which Mr. Wilson had just acquired an option.

Mr. Wilson reviewed our feasibility analysis and subsequently organized a special Jacksonville Convention Center Joint Venture which consisted of a coalition of prominent civic leaders and corporations. The merits of the two sites were then considered by the Jacksonville City Council in a development competition. The Reynolds, Smith & Hills and Saxelby concept ultimately was selected after extensive public debate. Reynolds, Smith & Hills, as a financial partner in the Convention Center Joint Venture ultimately served as the Primary Architect and Engineer of Record. Saxelby, who was not an investor in the Joint Venture, served as Associate Architect for the Union Terminal restoration with Shepard and Associates under contract to Saxelby. These relationships are accurately reported on several occasions in several publications including Florida Times-Union, Jacksonville Journal, and Jacksonville Magazine.

LETTERS

Dear Editor:
I wish to call to your attention a major editorial omission relating to the last November/December issue of Florida Architect relating to the article on the Jacksonville Convention Complex.

Specifically, Saxelby, Powell, Roberts & Ponder, Inc. served as Associate Architect on the project with direct responsibility for the work related to renovation and restoration of the Union Terminal portion of the project. Our role included complete architectural design and construction document responsibility working in association with the Prime Architect of Record, Reynolds, Smith & Hills. This role included coordination and project management responsibility for all relevant research and documentary requirements with the State Bureau of Historic Preservation. Herschel Shepard and Associates, who was properly credited in your article, was retained by Saxelby, not Reynolds, Smith & Hills, to support this portion of the project. In addition, your article failed to credit the CRS Group, Inc., who were retained by Reynolds, Smith & Hills as their design consultant for the conversion assembly area, nor did you credit Register Engineers, who were assigned site/civil engineering responsibility.

Sincerely yours,
Larry N. Ponder, AIA
President

Editor's Note: Florida Architect regrets that the author of that article failed to credit Saxelby, Powell, Roberts & Ponder for their role in the restoration of the Terminal. It should be noted, however, that with certain exceptions, the credits on any and all projects published in Florida Architect are supplied by the author of the article and are not challenged by Florida Architect.
"What did you just buy eleven tickets to?"

Howard Bochiardy, FAIA, asked his wife as she hung up the phone.

Barbara Bochiardy hadn't realized that her husband was in the room. She quickly blundered through an impromptu explanation that the tickets were for an orchid show, and fortunately, Howard bought it. In truth, Barbara had been planning for weeks to bring Howard's family to the 1987 FAIA Awards Banquet to celebrate what was . . . at that point . . . still a well-kept secret from Howard. He was about to receive the FAIA's highest honor, the Gold Medal, and Barbara wanted his family there to help him celebrate.

It wasn't until the evening of October 10, as the Awards Banquet was about to begin, that the proverbial cat slipped out of the bag. Barbara had managed to slip 20 members of the Bochiardy family into the back of the banquet hall. All 20 were safely ensconced in their seats when Howard made a last minute trip to the restroom and saw them all sitting at a back table.

The gig was up. Barbara's long held secret was out.

Howard knew his family hadn't come all that way for dinner. But, until the moment the award was announced, there was some surprise as to exactly what was being bestowed on the group's son, father, father-in-law, uncle, son-in-law, etc. And in the future, Howard will never question Barbara's request that he pack an extra tux . . . no matter where they're going.

No member of the Florida AIA could have been more deserving of the Gold Medal than Howard Bochiardy. Howard has served the State Association in every possible way from acting as its President to filing a three year term on the Board of Directors. In 1975, he was presented with the Anthony L. Pullara Award for service to the Association and in 1979 he became a Fellow of the AIA. In addition to practicing architecture with Reynolds, Smith & Hills, Howard's concerns for quality in architectural education are reflected in his serving on the Education Committee of the State Board of Architecture and in his helping to develop the curriculum for the new School of Architecture at Florida A&M University. Howard's contributions to the profession and to the FAIA have been numerous. Besides serving in every capacity of leadership available to a member, Howard was instrumental in developing the Association's policy and planning for continuing professional education, in purchasing the building which is currently used for the FAIA Headquarters and convincing the AIA Board to have the AIA National Convention in Florida in 1987.

After so many years of such extensive involvement with one's profession, most members would begin to sit on the sidelines. But, typical of our Gold Medal winner, Howard accepted a call for help from the Mid-Florida Chapter and will be serving as interim President of the Chapter in 1988.

The author is the FAIA Director of Communications.

Left to right: Bonnie Heath III (man), Kim Bochiardy's fiancee, Ocala; Kim Bochiardy, daughter, Ocala; Doreen Schlichter, Bochiardy's son, Baltimore, MD; Bochiardy's sister, Baltimore; Edith Paul, Howard's mother, Longwood; Howard Bochiardy; Debra Groser, Bochiardy's daughter, Baltimore; Barbara Bochiardy, Howard's wife; Dave Krick, Stacey Krick's husband, Orlando; Erma Slavin, Barbara Bochiardy's mother, New Smyrna; Stacey Krick, Howard's daughter, Orlando.
Dramatic angles and planes belie an aura of composure

The Florida State University
Panama City Campus
Panama City, Florida

Architect: Collins and Associates, Inc. Architects and Planners
Principal-in-Charge: Bayne Collins, AIA
Project Manager: Lewis Everline, AIA
Project Architect: Russell Johnson
Production Manager: Anthony Noles
Consulting Engineers:
Electrical – Humber/Almond/Blythe, Inc.
Mechanical – R. B. Stotz, P.E.
Structural – Richardson Engineering
Landscape Architect: David Hemphill, Baskerville/Denovan Engineers
Interior Design: Macnell Design Group
Contractor: Hobbs Construction and Development Co., Inc.
Owner: State University System of Florida

Bayne Collins has been practicing architecture in Panama City since 1966 when he began the one-man firm of Collins & Associates. Twenty years later the firm numbers 15 and has such important projects as the Liberty County High School, the Bay County Jail and the Sunland Medical Service Center to its credit. Collins also prepared the Master Plan for the University of West Florida and designed the first phase of the $7.5 million project which is now the Panama City Campus of Florida State University.

The architect’s challenge in designing the campus was to project an image of strength and knowledge while preserving the natural surroundings, capitalizing on the waterfront view and incorporating plans for future expansion. When the campus is fully developed, it will accommodate 9,000 students, many of whom will transfer from Gulf Coast Community College which is two blocks away.

Photos of FSU’s Panama City Campus by George Cott.
The heavily wooded site dictated the location of the buildings and, to some extent, their form. The architect designed the master plan using, in part, a weighted value system to delineate construction areas. Consideration was given to vegetation, soil type, existing drainage and trees. The campus is bordered on the east by a residential community and on the south by Gulf Coast Community College. A desire to buffer the campus from the residential community was critical to its design and the result was a natural buffer along the property line and a clustering of the buildings in the middle of the site. A further goal of the project was to visually identify the new campus with the pre-existing Gulf Coast Community College. This was accomplished by changing the height of the FSU buildings as they move toward the community college buildings.

To minimize conflicts between vehicular and pedestrian traffic, parking is located around the perimeter of the site and connected by a continuous drive. In addition to the natural buffer, the drive further serves to separate the campus buildings from surrounding development.

The first phase of the campus includes an administrative building, three classroom/faculty office buildings and a separate 180-seat auditorium. The five buildings are strategically placed on a 16-acre site facing "inward" toward St. Andrews Bay. Future phases of development will complete the creation of a large plaza onto which all of the buildings will open. Glass was used extensively on the north sides of the buildings to maximize views and provide natural lighting for offices and classrooms.

The "inward" focus of the rest of the buildings is heightened by the extensive use of brick on the south, east and west facades. The only exception to this is the Administration Building, which faces the Community College and reinforces the visual link between the two. The stepped and predominantly glass façade of the Administration Building has a southern exposure and was designed for passive solar considerations.

Tallahassee sculptor Stephen Oakley described the Panama City campus as "a study in contrasts," and indeed it is. "The buildings are massive, yet graceful, and contemporary, yet timeless. Through the dynamics of intersecting angles and planes, it [the campus] creates a sense of vitality and vigor that belies its aura of composure and rootedness."

Dixie D. Greer

The Campus Dining Facility in the Barron Building is a 3-story mezzanine with student lounges in the balconies seen here. Photo by George Cott.
A Victorian classic houses a contemporary workspace

The Offices of the Architects Design Group, Inc.
Winter Park, Florida

Architect: Architects Design Group, Inc.
Interior Design: Architectural Interiors Group, Inc.
Consulting Engineer: Don Moe Engineering
Lighting Designer: Robert J. Laughlin & Associates
Landscape Architect: Herbert Halback, Inc.

Transforming one of downtown Orlando's "grand old ladies" into contemporary office space for a group of architects was both a delight and a frustration. Architects Design Group, Inc. recently restored a turn-of-the-century Victorian residence for use as their corporate offices — the offices, interestingly, of a firm that specializes in contemporary design.

Intrinsic to the success of the concept was the perceived need to be sympathetic to the existing historic character of the structure. The site and available building area defined the basic "footprint" for the office, but two major additions had to be made. The character of the materials used on the additions, the roof forms and the building scale were designed to be in harmony with the existing structure. On the south side of the house, a drafting studio was added with small offices at either end. On the north side, partner's offices were added. On the exterior, the only break with tradition was the addition of glazing in the roof areas which admits natural light to certain key workspaces.

This page, top, corporate conference room and bottom right, main entry way to staff work area and facing page, drafting room in added section of building and bottom. Principal's office. Photos by Patty Fischer.
The interior of the house was renovated extensively and, whenever possible, existing architectural elements such as windows, trim, and doors were either restored in place or removed and placed elsewhere to define specific areas.

The result of this rather innovative restoration seems to be a combination of the best of both the old and the new. On the exterior, the restored house continues to add to the overall historic value of the neighborhood. The interior, with its contemporary details such as lighting and delivery of mechanical equipment, provides a high-tech, upbeat workspace for these designers of contemporary architecture.

Gail Fein
The author is a writer living in Orlando.
An exquisite wrapper for a government building

Office of the
Fire Prevention Bureau
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Architect: Donald Singer &
Associates
Consulting Engineer: deZarraga,
Donnell & DuQueme
Landscape: City of Fort
Lauderdale
Interior Design: Donald Singer
& Associates
Contractor: Mancini-Boulos
Building, Inc.

Every once in a while a building comes along that completely restores one’s faith in the emergence of good design in the government sector. Fort Lauderdale’s new Fire Prevention Bureau is just such a building. The very fact that this exquisite wrapper for a public administrative agency developed beyond the drawing board is a tribute to the architect and the “powers that be” alike.

This structure is the first “real” office that the Fire Prevention Bureau has been housed in. However, in its magnanimous decision to at last house the agency, the City of Fort Lauderdale chose a leftover portion of a lakeside site that was occupied by a 25-year-old fire station. The property is partially underwater, and the lake was considered undesirable and a nuisance.

The original program called for the existing building — previously modified for use by the bureau — to be further renovated to accommodate an expanded staff and reinstallation of the fire station. Architect Singer, however, suggested returning the existing fire station to its original function and constructing a second building to house the separate and independent Fire Prevention Bureau which is the data keeping arm of the fire department.

Photos of lobby and exterior at night by Ed Zealy.
The building's placement maximizes utilization of the site for parking and develops the lake as an amenity. The building's siting resulted in an east-west orientation, and to meet the strict requirements of the Florida Model Energy Code, the glass windows facing east and west had to be shaded. Architect Singer feels that the dramatic sculptural look of the building is derived from this simple solution to a functional problem. By solving the problem of keeping out the sun in a way that was integral with the building's design, the sunshades set the tone for the overall sculptural quality of the structure. The design of the sunshades and their integration into the framework of the structure manifested itself as the primary three-dimensional form of the building. The sunshades are cast-in-place concrete and the building is concrete with masonry bearing walls. It has a split foundation system with prestressed concrete pilings and slab on grade construction.

The building is arranged around a reception area which is slightly off center, but from which the fire marshall's office, conference room, records storage and inspection rooms are located. A circular metal stair is positioned outside, just off the entry, for access to the second floor. The stair provides an interesting adaptation of the fire pole that is still used in stations everywhere, and it is one of the small details that ties the building to its theme and use.

*Diame D. Greer*

Photo by Ed Zealy. Section courtesy of the architect.
We Pump New Life Into Old Floors.

Gyp-Crete 2000™ takes a worn, uneven floor and makes it smooth and flat.

Poured from 3/8-inch to 3-inches deep, it fills the cracks and voids left after walls are removed. It covers old tile, wood flooring and concrete.

Gyp-Crete 2000 is an ideal choice whenever minimum deadloads are needed.

And a compressive strength of up to 2,500 psi means it resists damage from construction traffic.

If your renovation project has a problem floor, call us for an estimate.

For more information, contact:
IRWIN ENTERPRISES, INC.
1-800-282-9821

Circle 5 on Reader Inquiry Card
A distinguished panel of judges met last fall to decide the fate of forty-four projects submitted to the Jacksonville Design Awards Program. This jury, Robert A.M. Stern, James Ingo Freed and Edward Mills, were asked by Lesley Roberts of KBI Architects to comment on the profession of architecture and what changes they've seen it go through. An excerpt from that dialogue follows.

Freed: For me, the interesting thing about architecture today is that I can do a building like the Jacob-Javits Convention Center in one way and do the Holocaust Museum absolutely differently. Ten years ago, I would have been reluctant to do that. I would have looked for a certain consistency of approach then and now I look for a consistency of scale. I think that's more important.

For me, the Holocaust Museum has had an absolutely shattering impact. It's a building that is not about architecture in the first instance, although it has to be about architecture in the end. Designing the Holocaust Museum was one of those rare times when I could literally deal with things that I've always felt tender about, namely scenographic design. You never want to take a building too far, to make it too scenographic. But, what's marvelous is that today's architects are free to explore more than they could twenty years ago.

Stern: I agree. The fact is that few of us get to do something as urgent or profound as the Holocaust Museum, but every project has to have certain special meaning. The office building is by far the hardest to approach. (In order to give it special meaning) you've got to find something in the locale or inside of you to make a statement. Otherwise, you just have buildings, and buildings are not architecture. It's not enough to change materials, or programs. Changes need to relate to some characteristic that is beyond mere buildings, beyond architecture itself and toward some real meaning.

For a long time architects avoided any contact with meaning. They only dealt with the problems of buildings. Now, architects seem interested not only in facing these problems of meaning, but in searching them out. That's the architect's real responsibility. To practice architecture today, you must have reason for what you do. That attitude is profoundly different than it was twenty years ago.

This is an extremely exciting time to work. I'm doing my first tall building in a community that watches every move I make and thinks nothing of picking up a pencil and showing me how to do it. On the other hand, we're doing a resort in Florida which tries to make use of a particular tradition. That's a wonderful freedom that archi-
teets have today. Scenographic done poorly can quickly become bad signage. But, scenographic done well is scholarly, serious and not all cartoony.

Freud: Architecture today is like walking a fine line. It can easily become kitsch. What's exhilarating today is the risks you can take in architecture. Any risk taking is, for me, the only thing that makes architecture worth doing. After all, building buildings is, in some ways, a very boring thing to do. It takes a lot of time. A photographer has a very high threshold of boredom and he gets his professional kicks from producing a product almost immediately. Our work takes a long time and if you don't start out with a spirit of adventure or risk, you may be bored in the end. You may have given a lot of time and effort to something that, in the end, doesn't justify it. There's just one life to live and I prefer taking risks and making it less of a boring effort.

Mills: I think the language of architecture, the materials we use and how we put them together is how we communicate. So, to me, the way we put materials together today is of prime importance.

The change that's happened in my architecture is that I used to take my direction from the past. Today, I try to take direction from how simply the materials and the different parts of the building go together.

I think today's architects are digressing to a point of trying to simplify their particular language and not mix it up with past metaphors they didn't really understand. Architecture today is exciting because buildings can talk and they have a lot to say. Perhaps the greatest thing that Post-Modernism did in this country was to recognize the importance of the fabric of our cities, our landscape and how the past fits with the present. Now we're talking about the great integration of our landscape. This is what America should have been doing for the last fifty years instead of tearing down and building new.

The great thing about Europe and the reason most East Coast architects go there, is this idea of the past and its integration with the present. In Europe, you have the old, which is kept as pure as possible, renovations to the old and the new. Each one is done in a different spirit. I think that this country has finally realized the importance of its past and architecture is sort of waking up to that. Young architects can do anything they want. They can make buildings their way. The doctrine of the 40's, 50's and 60's is gone, as well as that of the 70's and early 80's. I think the next twenty years will help change our whole built environment.

New Products

Kohler Catalog Ideal for Specifiers

Kohler's Commercial Product Catalog is now available. The 44-page catalog is complete with black and white photos, product descriptions and roughing-in dimensions — the ideal desktop reference for architects, mechanical engineers and interior designers.

Products in the catalog are divided into categories — faucets, toilets and bidets, lavatories, etc. — to allow quick and easy reference. Product dimensions are given in both inches and millimeters to facilitate installation calculations. Color and finish charts aid creative design plans.

For a copy of Kohler's Commercial Product Catalog, write: Kohler Co., Attn: Dianne Connery, Mailing Dept., Kohler, Wis. 53044.
Marketing/Business Development

"Top 100" Architecture firm located in a major SE city seeks a marketing professional to direct the marketing and business development activities for its Interior Design Division. The ID division is a nationally recognized, award-winning team listed among leading interior firms. Their market is corporate and commercial projects with an emphasis on high profile commissions.

Responsibilities include identification, qualification and development of leads; presentation coordination, proposal development, public relations, media contact and supervision of marketing staff. The position reports to the president of the corporation.

Requirements include a minimum of 5 years of Interiors and/or Architectural services marketing experience, professional image and maturity in understanding of sound business principles. A degree in Interior Design or Architecture is preferred, though AID services experience and business degree is of equal interest. Candidate must be competent in successful business relationships with all levels within the client's corporate structure.

Compensation package is negotiable based on qualifications.

For further information please address inquiry or resume to Phil Collins, Claremont-Branan, Inc., Executive Search Consultants, 2200 Parklake Drive, Suite 520, Atlanta, Georgia 30340. All inquiries will be held in strict confidence. We are retained and compensated by the hiring company.

Senior Designer

Award winning, nationally recognized interiors division of a top 100 Architecture firm is seeking an exceptional senior Interior Designer to assume key role in the development and direction of their effort to achieve further prominence among the nation's "I.D. Giants."

Building on existing success, this person will serve as Senior Designer on select projects and provide design review on others. Project types include corporate, developer and other large scale high end commissions.

The successful candidate will have a minimum of 5 years professional experience with a leading firm involved in high profile interior projects. Their personal portfolio will include examples of their proven design skills including spaces, and final product. Their design strength will be of the same or superior quality than that of the firm's current capability with interest in improving both. This professional will possess the ability to work with others and share their talent and knowledge within the team environment. Their capabilities will include sound presentation ability and skillful client interaction.

Compensation and prerequisites for this position are negotiable based on qualifications.

For absolutely confidential consideration forward your resume to Tracy McNair, Claremont-Branan, Inc., 2200 Parklake Drive, Suite 520, Atlanta, GA 30340, 404/491-1292. (An Executive Search Firm retained and compensated by the hiring firm.)

Architectural Design Studio Manager

Prominent Top 100 Architecture firm located in a major midwestern city is seeking a talented design professional to develop and manage a new studio within its award winning firm.

Candidates should have exceptional design skills and should be capable of presenting a portfolio of projects representative of their ability. The successful candidate will also have experience and interest in hiring, motivating, and developing more junior architects as part of his studio.

Ideal project experience should include successful completion of commissions in the Corporate, Research & Development, University/College, or Retail sectors.

Compensation for this position is negotiable depending on qualifications. The candidate should be interested in participating in the management and ownership of this firm.

For further information, please send resumes to Phil Collins, President; Claremont-Branan, Inc., Executive Search Firm, 2200 Parklake Drive, Suite 520, Atlanta, GA 30340. All inquiries will be handled in strict confidence. We are retained and compensated by the hiring firm.

Sunshine Supply Co.

Distributors of Plumbing and Decorative Hardware

5910 Shirley St. (off Pine Ridge Rd.)
Naples, FL 33942
(813) 597-8155

Florida Architect January/February 1988
The principal dancer standing amidst the rigging. Figurante.™ A Kohler pedestal presented in Parchment™ with Cirrus™ sheetflow faucet for lavatory and bath. Even in clutter her strength and grace lift the spirit. See the Yellow Pages for a Kohler Registered Showroom, or send $3 to Kohler, Co., Dept. 000, Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.
The cold call in six stages

by Doug Gooch

A fter eight years in the marketing business, I’ve observed that there is an oft used, always misunderstood, term—that’s bounced around like tennis ball. The term is “cold call” and you probably think you know what it means. But, do you?

In my opinion, there is no such thing in marketing parlance as a “cold call.”

The way a person makes his or her marketing presentation or the way the presentation is perceived may seem “cold,” but I think the term describes the personality and approach of the “caller,” more than the fact that two strangers are coming together for the first time to experience a “cold call.”

The purpose of the so-called “cold call” is to introduce a prospective client to the services offered by the architect and hopefully, to secure a commission. That sounds easy enough, but, for some reason, when professionals venture outside the security of their own office, a peculiar thing happens. What, in the normal course of social interaction, comes naturally, suddenly becomes forced, awkward and in every conceivable sense, COLD!

So, what’s the remedy? Know what you’re selling and remember that knowing what you aren’t, professionally speaking, is as important as knowing what you are. Once you’ve resolved your own identity or your firm’s, decide on the best way to share that information with others. In my opinion, your best introduction is your past work. While past commissions might not be enough to get a current job, it’s a good foundation from which to start selling.

It’s also very helpful to know the client’s history, both personally and professionally, before the meeting. Doing your homework is the bottom line. Getting informed before the presentation will pay you back tenfold. Don’t be afraid to ask questions, so you can prepare answers. Be ready!

Let me suggest that there are six degrees in a cold call.

1. The Introductory Call, or the coldest call of all. This is where you introduce yourself to a prospective client, offer to give them information about the firm and ask them such things as scope, budget, schedule, etc. of the project.

2. The Confirmation Call, or somewhere above freezing. Having pulled every possible related project and stretched the qualification statement to superhuman lengths before hermetically sealing and sending your materials via overnight delivery, you are now ready to call the prospect to . . . as you said in your letter . . . “confirm receipt of the materials.”

3. The First Meeting. Dressed comfortably, but appropriately, you go to this first meeting to discuss THEIR job, THEIR problems, THEIR alma mater and, of course, THEIR project.

4. The “It was pleasure” call. This, done by phone or casually on the street as you happen to run into them, is the follow-up to the first meeting. You say things like “Thank you.” “I had a few questions” and “Could we get together and talk?”

5. Last grasp for the brass ring. Just prior to the big presentation, seek out an ally and encourage them to make your strengths known and hopefully smooth out any potentially troubled waters.

6. Win or lose, you have to call. If you got the job, your call will be a joyous one. But, if not, the call is still necessary. There is always next time, and it’s invaluable to know what your competition did that you didn’t. Most important, this final call shows that you’re conscientious and that you’d like to talk with them again in the future.

No matter how difficult the loss, there will always be other projects and as many “cold calls” as you want to make.

The author is a Marketing Professional who has worked with architectural firms in Central Florida for the past eight years. He was a founding board member of the Society for Marketing Professional Services (SMPS).
The art of blending opulence with durability. Concrete with creativity. Richness with cost-effectiveness and the ease of maintenance. Classic beauty of brick with the nouveau textures of tile and stone. Melding old surfaces with new. To achieve one final effect.—The world’s finest deck surface. Indulge in the sheer pleasure of design.

POOL DECKS
PATIOS
FOYERS
WALKWAYS
DRIVEWAYS
COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

Weatherproofing when required.

ORLANDO (805) 345-9245 • 5876 Precision Drive • Orlando, Florida 32819

FT. LAUDERDALE (805) 473-6008 • 6851 S.W. 21ST Court, Bay 910 • Davie, Florida 33317

Approved by: Florida State Health Department and the I.CBO.
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Hobie and Ryely live here

A House for Hobie and Ryely
Siesta Key, Florida

Architect: Johnson Peterson Holliday Architects
Project Designer: J. Michael Holliday, AIA
Design Graphics: Martin M. True
Owner: J. Michael Holliday, AIA

Hobie and Ryely, the canine counterparts of Crockett and Tubbs, are the ever vigilant watchdogs of their Siesta Key neighborhood, and specifically of their own yard. Recently, this dynamic duo found itself in need of shelter which would not only keep off the sun and rain, but double as the neighborhood crime control headquarters. As one would expect, they looked to their master, Sarasota architect Mike Holliday, AIA, to give form to their low maintenance, energy efficient structure which they felt would best reflect their colorfully creative and fast-paced lifestyle.

Functionally, the house which Holliday designed incorporates the time proven basics of Florida’s vernacular style. The open pavilion is raised off the ground to allow cool summer breezes to blow under and through the house. This minimizes the potential for mildew while providing a good vantage point for guarding the yard, avoiding hot sand and escaping pesky fleas.

The translucent roof panels with exposed coral-colored purlins and white trusses allow natural daylighting of the space while keeping out direct sun and rain. The terraced end wall is independent of the primary structure and provides protection from horizontal blowing rains. It also contains a special surveillance window for checking up on what’s going down.

The coral-colored keystone and columns and the teal blue column capitals, bases and stylobate reflect the clients’ desire for a palatial, classically ordered structure with a comfortable contemporary feel.

Heating and cooling systems were not necessary since the open pavilion allows for passive cooling during the warm months of the year. During those rare cold spells, Hobie and Ryely get to sleep inside. No provision was made for plumbing since bathroom facilities are located anywhere outside. All in all, the canine duo is pleased with their new digs. Their vernacular house has drawn a lot of comment from neighbors and it certainly does address climatic functional concerns as well as reflecting the creativity and playfulness of the casual canine lifestyle. It just goes to show ya, in the tropical heat of the Animal Underground, it really is “a dog’s life.”

Maggie McPherson

Photos by Alan Ferguson.
Barry Sugarman: Doing what he set out to do ...  

Barry Sugarman's decision to practice architecture began with the childhood pastime of tracing blueprints and quickly escalated into a desire to create beautiful buildings. This determination was further fueled by the Miami Beach building boom during which he saw mangrove swamps and cow pastures transformed overnight into "the built environment." Construction sites soon became the young Sugarman's favorite playground. Now, at age 50, Sugarman has spent his professional life doing what he set out to do ... creating beautiful buildings. He has designed hundreds of residential and commercial projects, but he still approaches the creative process with enthusiasm. He has designed every type of building from houses to synagogues and convalescent homes to correctional facilities. With lots of design awards to his credit, perhaps the most significant and telling award is the one he received for the design of his own office. It was cited as one of the twenty best office buildings in Miami.

Two of Sugarman's recent small commercial projects are the Howitt Ophthalmological Center and the South Florida Savings and Loan, both in Miami.
South Florida Savings and Loan
Miami, Florida

Architect: Barry Sugarman
Architect, P.A., AIA
Engineer: Spolier, Frechet & Associates
Landscape Design: Richard Sepler
Interior Design: Diane Sepler
Owner: Richard Sepler
Contractor: Charles B. Esher

When a newly-chartered lending institution wants a cost-effective structure, an architect really has to keep cost per square foot to a minimum. The 7,730 s.f. building which Sugarman designed for South Florida Savings and Loan cost $90.12 per square foot. The building's orientation is to the north with lots of glass facing the street and almost no glass on the south side which faces an alley.

In order to create the illusion of a larger, deeper site (it is actually 100' by 250'), Sugarman designed part of an interior stair as a cantilevered form which extends out from the building to form a buffer zone for landscaping. The building features a two-story lobby with sloping glass and it was finished with blown, scribed stucco.

This page, lobby of South Florida Savings and Loan. Inset, S & L exterior. Photos by Mark Sarloff. Far left, portrait of Architect Sugarman by Maggie Silverstein.
Howitt Ophthalmological Center
North Miami, Florida

Architect: Barry Sugarman
Engineer: Spolter, Frechtel & Associates
Landscape Architect: Frank Graves
Interior Space Planning: Barry Sugarman Architect
Owner: Drs. David and Harvey Howitt
Contractor: John Zeba

This 5,000 s.f. medical building occupies a site once thought unusable because of its unusual shape. With careful planning, however, the narrow, triangular out-parcel now houses ophthalmologists' and optometrists' offices, leasing space for other medical professionals and parking space for 45 cars. It has proven to be an important and productive element of the moderately priced condominium it adjoins.

Since the Howitt Clinic is located on a busy Miami thoroughfare, its distinctive design and colors act as signposts for users with limited vision. While the owners originally requested a building with no windows, they accepted the architect's preference for a series of small windows punctuating the front elevation. Smooth and rough stucco, combined with glass block and scribed for textural and ornamental interest, were the architect's choices for a cost-effective, yet interesting, structure. Construction costs, including site work, were $50 per foot.

Photos of Howitt Ophthalmological Center by Dan Forer.
Your Passport To Profit

THE WORLD EXPOSITION OF
CERAMIC TILE & BATHROOM FURNISHINGS

Miami Beach Convention Center
March 23, 24, 25, 1988

You'll Profit From Seeing & Sourcing!

Thousands and thousands of the newest, hottest products from the leading producers and manufacturers will be on exhibit for you to see at the World Exposition of Ceramic Tile and Bathroom Furnishings, March 23-25, 1988, at the Miami Beach Convention Center.

Whatever sector you're from: Importer, Distributor, Retailer, Contractor, Developer, Architect or Interior Designer, you're all welcome at World Tile & Tile or bathroom fixtures are part of your business send today for your "PASSPORT TO PROFIT!"

You'll Learn From The Conference!

We promise you'll be amazed about what you'll learn at our conference. This will be your once a year chance to hear and meet with the industry's leading "movers and shakers." The conference is sponsored and free to you courtesy of the following leading trade journals: Interior Design, Professional Builder, Progressive Architecture, Flooring, and is chaired by Tile and Decorative Surfaces.

You'll Meet With The Senior Executives

Executives from over 500 firms will be on hand to talk about your business and conclude transactions to make 1988 your most profitable year ever.

For More Information Call:
1-800-255-9745,
IN FLA, 1-800-327-7465

Send today for your complimentary passport and information package.

Mail to: World Exposition of Tile,
1016 North Clemens Street,
Jupiter, Florida 33477,
Attn: Passport Dept.

Name:
Title:
Company:
Street:
City: State: Zip:

☐ Please send me Extra Passport(s)
☐ Please send information on exhibiting my products on the show floor.
At MGE, classical gets a contemporary interpretation

The Renovations and Addition to the Lake Medical Center and the Diagnostic Center at Boca Raton Community Hospital are just two of a growing number of "people friendly" medical facilities that express an enlightened attitude toward health care that is expressed in the work of Maspons-Goicouria-Estevez Architecture-Planning.

What began as a three-man firm in 1968 has grown to be ranked fifteenth in the "Top 25 Architectural/Engineering Firms in South Florida." Today, there are 50 people on the staff and over 20 clients.

No ivory tower designers here. The firm’s principals share the design philosophy that architecture should be compatible with its surroundings and it should complement the locale aesthetically. While a lot of MGE’s projects are heavily impacted by function, the firm typically leans toward a contemporary interpretation of classical and Mediterranean architecture. These leanings can be seen quite clearly in the interior of their own office which was published in Florida Architect in 1985. The offices are a whimsical presentation of very formal elements and everywhere you look there is a recognizable historical image that has been dealt with in a contemporary way.

Miami Herald Architecture Critic Beth Dunlop agrees that MGE’s work is both playful and pleasing. "Crisp, nautical Bauhaus-inspired architecture has become a South Florida hallmark," according to Dunlop. One notable example, she felt, was "the playful office interior by Maspons-Goicouria-Estevez...."

Eric Maspons is 49, Pedro Goicouria is 45 and Jose Estevez, the rebel of the threesome, is 34. It is probably Estevez who tries hardest to keep the firm vital by constantly introducing new ideas and playing the devil’s advocate. He doesn’t want to see the firm get into the rut of doing things a certain way for no particular reason other than habit.

The MGE partners train their staff to work vertically within the organization rather than performing just one isolated task. Employees like Robert A. Smith, AIA, and Rolando Conesa, AIA, wear a lot of hats. During the design process, the client meets everyone on the design team. Nobody is stuck in the back room at MGE and new design solutions are encouraged. It is this vigorous attitude and general enthusiasm that helps the firm fulfill its potential for both growth and good design.

Diane D. Greer

Above MGE principals is the firm’s conference room, left to right, Pedro Goicouria, AIA, Eric Maspons, AIA and Jose L. Estevez, AIA. Photo courtesy of MGE. Facing page, the two-story main lobby of the Boca Raton Community Hospital Diagnostic Center. Photo by Patty Fischer.

Diagnostic Center
Boca Raton
Community Hospital
Boca Raton, Florida

Architect: Maspons-Goicouria-Estevez, P.A.
Project Principal: Eric Maspons, AIA
Design Team: Rolando Conesa, AIA, Jorge Valcarcel, AIT, Maria I. Hernandez, AIT
Engineers: DeZarraga, Donnell & Dusserd, structural; Planas, Worthy & Asso., mechanical/electrical; J. J. Garcia, civil/sanitary
Interior Designer: Maggie G. Perotti, IBD
Contractor: Edward J. Gerrits, Inc.

Boca Raton Community Hospital wanted its new $17 million Diagnostic Center to have its own identity. In 1968, MGE was retained to transform two existing shell buildings, tied together with an open arcade across the front, into a state-of-the-art Diagnostic, Treatment and Therapy Center. The project assignment called for a totally technical interior design of both the architecture and the furnishings. The three areas of significant concern were a Radiological Imaging Center, a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) facility and a Sports Medicine Diagnostic and Therapy Center.

The lobby of the Diagnostic Center was designed to create
a feeling of comfort, and even luxury, for the patients, and to distract from the highly technical aspects of the facility. This was accomplished by doubling ceiling heights in the lobby and flanking it with arcaded galleries which terminate at a central reception desk. Warm textures and colors and natural light from clerestory windows add to the comfortable feeling of the lobby. Short corridors and small private waiting rooms echo the same decor.

The Radiological Imaging Center comprises 8,000 s.f. of the first floor and contains a nuclear medicine facility, C.T. Scanner, mammography unit and general radiology rooms with fiberscopy and associated support facilities.

Sports Medicine also comprises 8,000 s.f. and contains the most modern electronic physical therapy equipment available.

Renovation and Addition
Lake Medical Center
Leesburg, Florida

Architect: MASPONE
Geocouria-Estevez, P.A.
Project Principal: Jose L.
Estevez, AIA
Design Team: Robert A. Smith,
AIA, Ies M. Mojica, AIA
Engineers: Edward H. Rizzo,
PE, structural; Planas, Worthy & Associates, mechanical/electrical; Hall, Farmer & Associates, civil/sanitary
Landscape Architect: Laura M.
Llerena Associates
Interior Designer: Walter/
Edwards Interior Design
General Contractor: Thompson
Brothers, Inc.

At a construction cost of $5.5 million, the renovation and addition to Lake Medical Center added 36,800 s.f. of new facility and 10,200 s.f. of renovated space. In order to create a new identity for the client, complex interior space requirements had to be dealt with and a func-
tional facility had to be provided. Added to the architect’s design considerations was the poor placement of the existing building on its site. The modernization had to include expansion of critical care units and administrative space, a new main lobby and elimination of old-fashioned wards.

In addressing these problems, MGE developed a master site plan which relocated the main hospital entrance to the south side of the site. The stark white color and the massing of the new South Wing Addition and the new entrance, together with the skylighted covered canopy, accentuate the new image. The smooth stucco finish is scored in a three-foot grid to add human scale. Extensive spans of solar glass bring natural light inside and contribute to the contemporary lines of the structure. The new lobby serves as the primary directional and focal point for visitors and staff.
When your design is something special, your roof can’t be anything else.

by building officials. We have used the Celcore cellular lightweight concrete system on many buildings in the past and I expect to use them in the future as well,” Mr. Vander Ploeg concluded.

Celcore lightweight concrete systems are water resistant, fireproof and rot and insect proof. They can be sloped, contain highest R values and are unsurpassed for strength and durability.

Why not call or write us today. We’ll be glad to show you

“There were an infinite number of more difficult ways to handle the 95,000 square feet of roof for the Arbern Financial Centre in Boca Raton, but we chose the Celcore lightweight cellular concrete system because it met all of our criteria, economically and efficiently.”

— Derek Vander Ploeg, President, Vander Ploeg and Associates, Inc., Boca Raton, Florida Architect, Arbern Financial Centre, a Stoltz Brothers building

Mr. Vander Ploeg, Arbern Financial Centre architect says, “The Celcore system is light-years ahead of conventional tapered insulation and it gave us a lot of other advantages as well. The Celcore system is ideal for large surface areas, eliminating most weight, movement and R value problems. It’s easy to install, and because any type of roofing membrane can be anchored to it, it allows us considerable latitude in design.”

“The ability to slope Celcore makes it very attractive, and because of its closed celled properties, we don’t have to worry about moisture problems either.”

And from a very pragmatic point of view, Celcore fits well into UL approved systems, making it readily acceptable how Celcore lightweight concrete systems can be part of the solution to your design and engineering problems.

The Dry Deck Company®

2655 NW. 19 Street, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33311. (305) 731-0600; In Florida 1-800-432-9675
Serving Florida with offices in Tampa and Fort Lauderdale.
Rise above the crowd...

With the new Signature Tile Series by Monier. Create your very own project identity with roof tile factory blended in colors by design. Send for our brochure today and see how Monier can make the difference for you.

4435 U.S. Hwy. 92 East, Lakeland, FL 33801
(800) 824-9625, in Florida call (800) 382-7894.
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